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During your stay in Plastiras lake you could occupy with many alternative tourism activities. You
can go horse riding or cycling, so you will have a closer contact with the nature, an
unrepeatable experience.

For a demanding and daring visitor, that asks for thrill every day, parapente and glide plane are
ideal for them. There are also many chances for the lovers of climbing in the local mountain
tops (Voutsikaki, Karvasaras, Templa etc) and in the highest locations (Zygogiannaika).

Water sports

In the lake you can practice in canoe, water bike or boat and in many spots there are organized
shops for hiring.

Ski

In the place Karamanoli there is a small ski center, where you can enjoy the snow or your coffee
in the mountaineering shelter in Agrafa, that is close to the ski center.

Fishing

The lake is rich in fishes. Fishing is allowed only in some specific periods and only with fishing
rod from the coast.

Cycling

There are many organized cycling roads in the area, that cross the mountain or the coast of the
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lake. You will also easily find the necessary equipment to rent.

Horse riding

Horse riding in the coasts of the lake is a unique experience. Visitors have the chance to ride
trained horses in Kryoneri (5km from Kalyvia Pezoulas) and in other places.

Swimming

Circumferentially of the lake there are two organized beaches (Kalyvia Pezoulas and Lampero)
where visitors can swim during the summer. Kalyvia Pezoula's beach abstains only 500m from
the guest house Akrolimnia.

Mountaineering & hiking

In the whole area of Plastiras lake there are organized paths that lead to the tops of the
mountains or to the coast of the lake. Try to go hiking at any season and it will be an
unforgettable experience.
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